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EchoTapper Vintage Echo Unit – Automation Plus 
 

To enable the full Automation Plus version to work, the hardware must supply: 

 

• Five Buttons. Suggested labels are ↑↑↑↑ or Up,  ↓↓↓↓ or Down, Edit, Mem and Select  

o See Figure 1 below 

• Three control potentiometers: Pot0, Pot1 and Pot2 

o Suggested labels are A/Mix, B/Program and C/Feedback 

o It is recommended that the B/Program control is marked with the 

head letters A, B, C, E and F at number positions 1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 

respectively – see Figure 1 below 

• An LCD display of 16 columns by 2 rows, a colour RGB display is optional and, if 

present, will display a different colour depending on the mode the unit is in. 

 

 

Figure 1: An example of a front panel layout 

 

From Version 2.0 of the software, we also support the use of a rotary encoder which 

can be used in addition to, or in place of, the Up, Down and Select buttons. The 

labelling for the encoder knob should say Patch/Adjust above the knob and, if the 

encoder includes a push switch, Select (Push) below it. 

 

 

Figure 2: A front panel featuring a rotary encoder 
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In the design in Figure 2: A front panel featuring a rotary encoder, the Up and Down 

buttons are retained but the rotary encoder includes a push button which has been 

used instead of the Select button. 

Initialising 

When the unit is first switched on it’s likely that the EEPROM (the memory it uses 

for long-term storage) will contain garbage data. This memory is used mainly for 

storing your patches; in other words, the song settings that you have created and want 

to keep when the unit is switched off. It’s also used to store the MIDI channel the unit 

will receive MIDI commands on and also for a few settings the unit uses internally. 

 

Every time you switch the unit on the eTap2HW ‘start up’ message is displayed for 

three seconds: 

 

→ eTap2HW → V1.2 

Automation Plus 

 

During these three seconds you may do one of the following:. 

 

1. Press the Mem button to clear/set up the user memory ready for use 

2. Press the Select or UP button to set the MIDI channel 

3. Press the Edit or DOWN button to calibrate the B/Program control knob 

 

If you need to carry out more than one of these procedures just switch off again and 

repeat with another of the options. 

Initialise the User Memory 

While the start up message is displayed press the Mem button to copy the 22 ‘factory’ 

presets to the first 22 User Patches, with the remaining 20 patches set to ‘blank’. The 

unit will display: 
Initialising 
>>>>>>> 

 

The ‘factory’ presets will be copied to User patches 0-21. These may be then be 

‘tweaked’ or changed completely as you wish. 

 

WARNING: This will erase any patch data previously stored in the EEPROM so 

do NOT do this if you have previously stored your own patches and wish to keep 

them. 

Set the MIDI Channel 

While the start up message is displayed press the Select or ↑ (UP) button to set the 

MIDI channel that you want the unit to use for receiving program (patch) change or 

other MIDI messages. If you don’t intend using the MIDI facility, you can ignore this 

section. 

 

The unit will display 
Select MIDI Ch # 

Mem when done 1 

 

The number shown is the current MIDI receive channel number (defaults to 1 if the 

unit has not been initialised previously). Use the ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ buttons or the Patch/Adjust 
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control to increase or decrease the MIDI channel until it matches the MIDI channel 

your controller or sequencer is using to transmit MIDI messages. When set, press the 

Mem button to confirm and exit. It will now be possible to change patches on the 

EchoTapper unit by sending appropriate MIDI program change messages. See 

Appendix 1: MIDI Control. 

 

Calibrating the ‘B’ Program Knob 

In our tests we have found that the values returned from the B/Program control are 

not always a good match for the scale. In other words, if you set the knob to the ‘A’ 

position, for example, the unit may read this as ‘B’. The calibration routine will take 

care of this issue. Before using it, you may wish to try your own control and it may 

work fine for you, in which case you can ignore this section too! 

 

While the start up message is displayed press Edit or ↓ (DOWN) to start the 

calibration routine. The display will show 

 
Set Program to 2 

Then Press a key 

 

This tells you to turn the B/Program knob until it is pointing to ‘2’ then press any of 

the buttons. The display will then change to 

 
Set Program to 4 

Then Press a key 

 

Repeat the procedure by setting the B/Program control to ‘4’ and then press any 

button. This should be repeated for knob positions 6 and 8 at which point the 

calibration is complete and the EchoTapper unit will be ready to use with the first 

Preset displayed. 

 

Presets 

Pressing the ↑↑↑↑ (UP) or ↓↓↓↓ (DOWN) button or turning the Patch/Adjust knob cycles 

through the pre-stored songs 0-21 

 

These are shown on the LCD as 

 
APACHE 

Preset   :0 
 

 

Preset (song) name 

Preset number 
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The settings for these are taken from those published by Dave Robinson – See Table 

1: Factory Presets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1: Factory Presets 

 

Edit mode is NOT accessible for the factory presets as these cannot be edited. Hence, 

pressing Edit (LEFT) has no effect whilst a 'Preset' is displayed. 

Preset # Name 

0 APACHE  

1 F.B.I. 

2 MUSTANG 

3 MAN OF MYSTERY 

4 FRIGHTENED CITY 

5 MIDNIGHT 

6 Q MASTERS STORES 

7 THE STRANGER 

8 SHADOOGIE 

9 WONDERFUL LAND 

10 KON TIKI 

11 THE SAVAGE 

12 ATLANTIS 

13 PEACE PIPE 

14 COSY 

15 FLINGEL BUNT 

16 SHINDIG  

17 FOOT TAPPER 

18 SLEEPWALK 

19 RIDER IN THE SKY 

20 CAVATINA 

21 ARGENTINA 
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User Patches 

You can store up to 42 of your own song settings or ‘patches’ in the built in 

EEPROM. These are retained when the unit is switched off. 

 

To access the user patches, keep pressing the ↑↑↑↑ button or turn the Patch/Adjust 

control knob clockwise until the first user patch is displayed – this will be 

immediately after the last ‘factory’ preset. If you have followed the User Memory 

Initialising procedure earlier the first 22 user patches will each be a copy of the 

corresponding factory preset. For example, the first patch will be displayed as 

 

 
APACHE 

User Patch:0 

 

 

Tip: You can go quickly from the first factory preset to the last user patch by pressing 

the ↓↓↓↓ button or turning the Patch/Adjust knob anticlockwise. 

Manual Mode 

This mode allows use of the EchoTapper as a simple manual echo unit where you can 

select the echo emulation and adjust the echo parameters using the pots, in a similar 

way to a manual EchoTapper unit. 

 

To enter Manual mode, ensure you are not in one of the Edit modes then press Select 

and the display will show 

 
E-MATIC I J Clas 

 

You can now use the ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ buttons or the Patch/Adjust knob to scroll through the 

available emulations - see Table 2: Vintage Echo Machines emulated by the 

eTap2hw. At the same time you can use the control knobs to adjust the parameters of 

the selected emulation. The function of each knob is listed in Table 3: Front Panel 

Control Functions and LCD Display Modes. To exit Manual mode simply press the 

Edit (LEFT) button. 

Basic Editing 

Only the User Patches can be edited. The factory presets are stored in the 

microcontroller chip on the Arduino Uno board so they cannot be changed without 

reprogramming the board via the Arduino IDE and a USB cable. 

 

To edit a user patch, press the Edit (LEFT) button once to enter Edit mode. The 

display will show, taking User Patch 0 as our example 

 

 
APACHE 

Edit          :0 

 

 

User Patch name 

User Patch number 

User Patch number Now in Edit Mode 
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Press Edit again and the display shows 

 
APACHE 

Prog          :C 

 

You can now use the ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ buttons or the Patch/Adjust knob to increase or 

decrease the value of the displayed value. For example, press ↑↑↑↑ twice and the Prog 

value will change to E, then F. 

 

 

Press Edit again and the display shows 

 
APACHE 

Wet/Dry   :153 

 

You can use the ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ buttons or the Patch/Adjust knob to increase or decrease the 

Wet/Dry value. 

 

Tip: Wet/Dry = 0 means 100% dry signal, Wet/Dry = 255 means 100% Wet signal 

 

Press Edit again and the display shows 

 
APACHE 

    Feedback  :25 

 

 

You can use the ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ buttons or the Patch/Adjust knob to increase or decrease the 

Feedback value. 

 

Tip: As you make each adjustment you can hear the effect immediately - if you have 

your guitar and amp connected, of course! 

 

Once you have completed your editing, press Edit until the display again shows Edit 

 
APACHE 

Edit          :0 

 

Then press Select or ↓↓↓↓ or turn the Patch/Adjust knob anticlockwise to store your 

edits. 

 

If you decide not to keep the changes, press the ↑↑↑↑ button or turn the Patch/Adjust 

knob  clockwise when User Patch is displayed to exit with the original values intact. 

 

Tip: If you wish to edit the patch (song) name or the Echo Model emulation you have 

to use Advanced Editing mode. These cannot be changed in Basic Edit mode. 

 

Editing the Program Program (Heads) value (A B C E F) 

Editing the Wet/Dry mix Wet/Dry Mix value (0-255) 

Editing the Feedback Feedback Value (0-255) 
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Advanced Editing 

In this mode you can use the front panel knobs to adjust the echo parameters in real 

time. You can also choose the emulated Echo Machine, give your patch a name and 

store it in a different location, if you wish. 

 

To enter Advanced Editing mode, press the Edit button until Edit is displayed then 

press the Mem (RIGHT) button. 

 

The Echo Model for the current patch is displayed, for example, the APACHE patch 

will display: 

 
E-MATIC I J Clas 

 

The APACHE patch uses the ‘Echomatic I J Classic’ model. The full list of emulated 

vintage echo machines with the corresponding display names is in Table 2: Vintage 

Echo Machines emulated by the eTap2hw. 

 

Echo Machine Emulation Shown on LCD as 

Meazzi Echomatic-I Model ‘J’ Classic E-MATIC I J Clas 

Meazzi Echomatic-I Model ‘F’ Classic E-MATIC I F Clas 

Meazzi Echomatic-I Model ‘F’ Special E-MATIC I F Spec 

Meazzi Echomatic-II Bank E-MATIC II Bank 

Vox Long Tom Classic VOX LONG TOM 

Meazzi Echomatic-II Classic E-MATIC II Class 

Roland  Model 301 Mode 5 Roland R301 Vari 

Reverb and/or Tremolo TREM W/REVERB 

Table 2: Vintage Echo Machines emulated by the eTap2hw 

 

Use the ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ buttons or turn the Patch/Adjust knob to cycle through the available 

emulations until you locate the required one then press Select to select that emulation 

for use in your patch. 

 

You will then see the values currently set on the front panel controls displayed on the 

LCD. For example, you might see 

 
Mix     Prog  FBack 

108^  F∨     83∨ 

 

The ^ and ∨ characters that you may see beside each number indicates if the pot value 

is currently lower (^) or higher (∨) than the value currently stored with the patch. You 

should think of the arrow as an indicator telling you to increase (^) or decrease (∨) the 

control setting to match. You can ignore these indications and just ‘tweak’ the knobs 
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until you hear the sound you are after or you can use them to set the controls to match 

the stored patch and then make small adjustments by ear. 

 

Tip: When the control setting is the same as or very close to, the stored value, neither 

^ or ∨ is displayed. You then know you have matched the control to the stored patch 

setting: 

 
Mix     Prog  FBack 

    153    C      25 
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Control Knob Functions 

The function of each of the control knobs may vary according to which of the vintage 

echo machines are being emulated. Table 3 below shows what each control does for 

each echo model and the headings the LCD uses to display the values in each model. 

 

Echo Model Control A Control B Control C 
Display 

Mode 

E-MATIC I J Clas Wet/Dry Mix 
Head Select: 

A B C E F 
Feedback Mix  Prog  FBack 

E-MATIC I F Clas Wet/Dry Mix 
Head Select: 

A B C E F 
Feedback Mix  Prog  FBack 

E-MATIC I F Spec Wet/Dry Mix 
Head Select: 

A B C E F 
Feedback Mix  Prog  FBack 

E-MATIC II Bank Wet/Dry Mix 
Head Select: 

A B C E F 
Feedback Mix  Prog  FBack 

VOX LONG TOM Wet/Dry Mix 
Head Select: 

A B C E F 
Feedback Mix  Prog  FBack 

E-MATIC II Class 
Wet/Dry Mix 

H123 

Wet/Dry Mix 

H4 
Feedback H123 H4    FBack 

Roland R301 Vari Wet/Dry Mix Varispeed Feedback Mix  Vari  FBack 

TREM W/REVERB Reverb Mix 
Tremolo 

Speed 

Tremolo 

Depth 
Mix  Speed Depth 

Table 3: Front Panel Control Functions and LCD Display Modes 

 

Notes: 

 

• The Wet/Dry Mix controls the amount of echo (‘Wet’) signal compared to the 

amount of un-effected (‘Dry’) signal. Set the knob to 0 for a totally dry signal (no 

echo) or set to 10 for a totally wet signal (all echo) or in between to mix the echo and 

dry signals to your taste. In Advanced Editing mode the LCD displays the values of 

this control as Mix 

• In the Echomatic II Classic emulation E-MATIC II Class, Control A sets the Wet/Dry 

Mix for Heads 1, 2 and 3 and Control B sets the Wet/Dry Mix for Head 4 on the 

emulated machine. In Advanced Editing mode the values for these controls are shown 

on the LCD as H123 and H4 respectively. 

• In the Roland R301 emulation, Control B sets the Varispeed. On the original Roland 

R301 this control set the speed at which the tape moved through the machine. In 

Advanced Editing mode the LCD displays this control as Vari. 

• Control C for the most part sets the amount of Feedback. Increasing the feedback 

gives more repeats and reducing it gives fewer repeats.In Advanced Editing mode this 

control is shown as FBACK on the LCD. 

• In the TREM W/REVERB model you can have a combination of Reverb and/or 

Tremolo. To use only Reverb, set the Tremolo Depth (Control C) to 0. To use only 

Tremolo, set the Reverb Level (Control A) to 0. The Reverb time is fixed; Control A 

sets the level of the reverb in the mix with the dry signal. In this mode the LCD 

displays Mix  Speed Depth 
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When you are done setting the control values press Mem to store them and you will 

next be prompted to give your patch a name: 

 
Name your Patch 

� 

 

A flashing cursor will show where the next character will be entered. If the patch 

already had a name, this will be displayed and you may edit it if you wish. If you do 

not wish to change the name, simply press Mem to move on to the next step. 

 

Use the ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ buttons or turn the Patch/Adjust knob to scroll through the letters A 

→ B → C etc. When the desired letter is showing press Select. This will enter that 

letter and step the cursor on to the next character in your patch name. If you make a 

mistake and want to go back to a previous letter press Edit until the cursor is flashing 

over the letter you want to change then edit it as before using the ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ buttons or 

the Patch/Adjust knob. 

 

When you have finished entering the name, let’s say it was Dance On, press the Mem 

button to complete the naming process and select where you wish to store your patch. 

 

If, for example, we had been editing User Patch:22, the display will now show 

 
Choose Bank # 

Store in  :22 

 

The number shown is the current bank (memory location) from which you started the 

editing process. You can simply store your patch back in this same bank by pressing 

the Mem key again. NB: This will overwrite any previous patch that was stored 

there. 
 

If you want to store the new patch in a different bank use the ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ buttons or the 

Patch/Adjust knob to select a different bank number then press Mem to store the 

patch in that bank. NB: This will overwrite any previous patch that was stored 

there. 
 

For example, press ↑↑↑↑ ↑↑↑↑ so that the display shows 

 
Choose Bank # 

     Store in:24 
 

then press Mem. This will update the selected patch, exit Advanced Editing mode and 

display the User Patch you have just edited or created: 

 
Dance On 

User Patch:24 

 

Tip: To copy a patch from one bank to another: 

1. Go to the patch you want to copy 

2. Press Edit – display Shows Edit: 

3. Press Mem Select Select Mem 

4. Use ↑↑↑↑ and ↓↓↓↓ to change to the bank where you want to store the copy 

5. Press Mem to store. 
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Appendix 1: MIDI Control 
 

Here you will find the information on controlling the EchoTapper using MIDI 

messages sent from another device such as a MIDI foot controller or a MIDI 

sequencer running on a computer or laptop. 

 

 
 

By connecting the MIDI Out from your computer, MIDI keyboard or foot controller 

to the MIDI In on the EchoTapper, you will be able to send program change (PC) 

messages to select different presets. 

 

Program Number EchoTapper Preset 
1 – 22 Factory Presets 0-21 

23 – 64 User Patches 0-41 

Table 4: MIDI Program Change →→→→ Preset/Patch Numbers 

 

Note that some MIDI sequencers use MIDI program numbers from 1-128 whereas the 

MIDI standard specifies values of 0-127. EchoTapper uses program change values 

from 0-63. Many sequencer programs have an option to use 1-128 or 0-127 values so 

you may be able to set it up to match the EchoTapper. If not, to select a specific preset 

you would need to send a program change (PC) value one higher than the required 

preset. For example, to select preset 16 (SHINDIG) you would send a PC 17 

command. 

 

Just experiment and you will find out the way your sequencer works! 

 

 

Currently there is no functionality implemented for the MIDI Out. 


